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The form of a sheath near a small electrode, with bias changing from below to above the plasma

potential, is studied using 2D particle-in-cell simulations. When the electrode is biased within Te=2e
below the plasma potential, the electron velocity distribution functions (EVDFs) exhibit a loss-cone

type truncation due to fast electrons overcoming the small potential difference between the electrode

and plasma. No sheath is present in this regime, and the plasma remains quasineutral up to the elec-

trode. The EVDF truncation leads to a presheath-like density and flow velocity gradients. Once the

bias exceeds the plasma potential, an electron sheath is present. In this case, the truncation driven

behavior persists, but is accompanied by a shift in the maximum value of the EVDF that is not pre-

sent in the negative bias cases. The flow moment has significant contributions from both the flow

shift of the EVDF maximum, and the loss-cone truncation. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4960382]

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron sheaths can form around plasma boundaries

that are biased above the plasma potential. In the absence of

secondary emission of electrons from the boundary, the elec-

trode can only be biased above the plasma potential in

steady-state conditions provided that the electron collecting

surface is small enough that global current balance in the

plasma can be maintained.1 This requirement that the elec-

tron collecting area is small typically precludes this situation

from happening near large boundaries. Hence, electron

sheaths are typically found around small electrodes.

The discussion of electron sheaths in the literature has

traditionally assumed that such sheaths collect a random flux

of electrons,2,3 do not pose a significant perturbation to the

bulk plasma, and do not require any significant acceleration

region for electrons entering the sheath.4,5 However, recent

experiments and simulations at low temperature plasma con-

ditions,6 along with theoretical work,7 have shown that the

electron sheath is accompanied by a presheath-like region

that accelerates electrons toward the electrode. In this pre-

sheath, the electrons achieve a flow moment comparable to

the electron thermal speed by the sheath edge. Unlike the ion

presheath, which accelerates ions through a ballistic response

to the electric field, the electron presheath accelerates elec-

trons through a force due to a pressure gradient. Simulations

of the electron presheath have demonstrated that this pres-

sure gradient term in the electron momentum equation is in

fact the dominant term.7

The electron sheath and presheath are fundamental fea-

tures of plasma boundary interactions. Although they have

been rarely studied, there are potentially important applica-

tions of a deeper understanding of this fundamental phenom-

enon. One example is the low potential side of double layers,

such as those found in the auroral upward current region8

and double layers in helicon plasma thrusters.9 Other areas

where electron sheaths are known to be present are Langmuir

probes collecting the electron saturation current,2 tethered

space probes,10 near electrodes used to induce circulation in

dusty plasmas,11 as well as the sheath prior to the formation

of anode spots on small and gridded electrodes.12–14

In this paper, the pressure-gradient-driven flow that

arises as the bias of a small electrode is swept from several

volts below to several volts above the plasma potential is

studied using 2D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. During

the transition from ion to electron sheath the electron veloc-

ity distribution function (EVDF) develops a loss cone as the

electrode bias nears the plasma potential, an effect which has

not been previously observed. As the electrode bias begins to

exceed the plasma potential, the EVDF acquires a significant

flow shift in addition to the loss cone. The nature of the

EVDF in this transition is quantified by focusing on five

electrode biases.

In case (A), the electrode is biased several times Te=2e
below the plasma potential so that an ion sheath is present.

Here, Te=2e is the typical change in potential seen in ion pre-

sheaths and is used as a measure of how weak the electrode

can be biased below the plasma potential before a significant

number of electrons overcome the potential barrier and are

collected. In this case, nearly all electrons are repelled and

the EVDF remains Maxwellian. Case (B) consists of an elec-

trode biased less than Te=2e below the plasma potential. In

this case the plasma remains quasineutral up to the electrode

surface. At this bias, not all electrons are repelled resulting

in the formation of a loss cone, which leads to presheath-like

density and flow velocity gradients that increase as the elec-

trode is approached. In case (C), when the electrode is biased

nearly at the plasma potential, the loss cone and presheath-

like gradients persist. In case (D), an electron sheath is

observed at biases more than Ti=2e but less than Te=2e above

the plasma potential. Here, Ti=2e is significant since belowa)brett-scheiner@uiowa.edu
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this bias a significant number of ions overcome the potential

barrier and are collected by the electrode. In case (D), the

EVDF continues to have a loss cone, but also has developed

a significant flow shift. In case (E), the electrode is biased to

a value much greater than the plasma potential. In this case

the flow shift is more visible and the EVDF undergoes a dis-

tortion due to the acceleration in the strong electric field.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II describes the

simulation setup and presents the key observations from sim-

ulations at different values of the electrode bias. Sec. III

discusses the results of the simulations and explains the

observations. Sec. IV gives concluding remarks.

II. SIMULATIONS

Simulations were performed using Aleph, an electro-

static PIC code.15 A 2D triangular mesh was used to discre-

tize the 2D domain shown in Fig. 1(a). The 15 cm by 5 cm

domain had three boundaries with a Dirichlet V¼ 0 boundary

condition and one Neumann @V=@y ¼ 0 boundary condition.

The V¼ 0 boundaries were absorbing for particles, while the

@V=@y ¼ 0 boundary was reflecting. The Neumann condition

with the reflecting boundary condition for particles represents

an axis of symmetry for the system so that the simulation rep-

resents a physical area of 15 cm by 10 cm. An electrode of

length 0.1 cm and width 0.02 cm was placed perpendicular to

the center of the reflecting boundary. The time step of 50 ps

resolved the electron plasma frequency and ensured that the

plasma particles satisfied the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condi-

tion.16 Each simulation ran for 800000 time steps totaling

40 ls of physical time. The duration of the simulation was

long enough to ensure that a steady density, which occurred

after approximately 35 ls. The size of each mesh element

was 0.02 cm, which resolved the electron Debye length.

Particles included helium ions and electrons, each with a

macroparticle weight of 2000. The helium plasma was

sourced in the volume at a rate of 108cm�3 ls�1 at tempera-

tures of 0.08 eV for ions and 4 eV for electrons. The physical

systems of interest are in a low pressure regime where the

collisional mean free path for elastic electron scattering is

much longer than the simulation domain, so interactions with

neutral atoms were excluded.

Simulations for the five cases (A)–(E), mentioned previ-

ously in Sec. I, were carried out and results are summarized

in Table I. The flow moments, densities for electrons and

ions, and potential profiles are shown in Fig. 2. The figure

displays values along a line perpendicular to the electrode,

along the reflecting boundary. Here, the x axis is the distance

from the center of the electrode along the line y¼ 0 in Fig.

1(a). These values are from the average of the last 100000

time steps of field data output by Aleph. Note that the non-

smooth behavior in the velocity moment data is due to the

velocity moment being a cell-based value, which is constant

across each cell in the final output of the simulations. Since

the simulations were 2D, the temperature values used here

were computed from the x and y velocity components only,

i.e., Te ¼ ne

Ð
d2vmeðv2

r;x þ v2
r;yÞfe=2, where fe is the EVDF,

ne is the electron density, and vr;i ¼ ðv� VeÞ � î. Two-

dimensional velocity moments have previously been used

when comparing theory to 2D simulations.7,17 The electron

and ion flow velocities in Fig. 2 are normalized by vTe
¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Te=me

p
and vB ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mi

p
, respectively. Here, the 2D val-

ues of Te were computed approximately 0.5 cm from the

electrode surface, and were 0.62 eV, 1.55 eV, 1.88 eV,

2.29 eV, and 5.17 eV for cases (A)–(E), respectively.

Using data from simulations the terms of the momentum

equation

meneVe � rVe ¼ �neE�r � Pe � Re (1)

were evaluated. Here me, ne, and Ve are the electron mass,

density, and flow moment, Pe is the pressure tensor defined

below, and Re is a friction term. The x̂ vector components

meneVe � rVe � x̂ and r � Pe � x̂ of the terms of the momen-

tum equation were computed from particle location and veloc-

ity data at 20 different time slices separated by 5� 10�3ls

each. The velocity moments of the electron velocity distribu-

tion function feðvÞ used above are

Ve ¼
1

ne

ð
d2vvfe vð Þ; (2)

ne ¼
ð

d2vfeðvÞ; (3)

and

FIG. 1. (a) The simulation domain with a color map indicating the ion den-

sity. The electrode is placed perpendicular to the upper reflecting boundary

and position along the horizontal axis is indicated by the dashed line. (b)

Boxes displaying the limiting areas used for the calculation of EVDFs. The

large black boxes were used for Fig. 3, while the small red boxes were used

for Fig. 4.

TABLE I. Summary of the electrode bias /E, plasma potential /p, electron

temperature Te, and the desired value for /E � /p in each simulation.

Simulation /p (V) /E (V) Te (eV) Desired criteria for /E � /p

A 2.2 �25 0.62 /E � /p < �Te=2e

B 5.7 5.5 1.55 0 > /E � /p > �Te=2e

C 6.5 6.5 1.88 /E � /p � 0

D 7.6 8 2.29 Te=2e > /E � /p > Ti=2e

E 18.5 25 5.17 /E � /p > Te=2e
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Pe ¼ me

ð
d2vðv� VeÞðv� VeÞfeðvÞ ¼ peI þPe; (4)

where the pressure tensor is decomposed into the scalar pres-

sure pe multiplied by the identity tensor I and stress tensor

Pe. Based on observation, it was assumed that the dominant

gradients in Ve and Pe were in the x̂ direction. These

moments along with the value of �neE � x̂ from the time

averaged mesh based data are also shown in Fig. 2. All val-

ues were computed in 2D using only x and y velocity

information.

Using particle location and velocity data from the same

20 time slices mentioned above, the EVDFs were obtained

by plotting the 2D histogram of the x and y velocity compo-

nents for particles. First, the distributions were obtained in

three 0.1 by 0.1 cm boxes for all five simulations, the loca-

tions of which are indicated by the black boxes in Fig. 1(b).

EVDFs for all simulations are shown in Fig. 3. For the case

of the electrode biased at 25 V additional EVDFs, shown in

Fig. 4, were obtained in the region indicated by the small red

boxes in Fig. 1(b) to better resolve the EVDF within the

sheath. A symmetric EVDF sampling region covers areas on

both sides of the symmetry axis represented by the reflecting

boundary, shown in Fig. 1(b). However, the domain only

covers areas below this boundary. Particle velocity informa-

tion above the reflecting boundary was obtained by reflecting

the y velocity component of the particles in the lower half of

the sampling region about the symmetry axis. For example,

consider the black averaging boxes in Fig. 1(b). Here, only

half of the desired sampling region is contained in the simu-

lation domain since only one half of a 15 cm by 10 cm sym-

metric domain was simulated. The EVDF contribution from

the other half of the sampling region was obtained by copy-

ing the particles contained in the 0.1 cm by 0.05 cm area

below the symmetry axis, reflecting the y velocity compo-

nent, and adding these particles to the original particles. The

interpretation of the data for these five simulations is dis-

cussed in Sec. III.

III. DISCUSSION

In Sec. II, simulations with five different values of elec-

trode bias were presented: strong ion and electron sheath

cases (A) and (E), and three cases (B)–(D) with the electrode

biased near the plasma potential. In this section, flow

moments and EVDFs calculated from these simulations are

used to study the development of electron flow in the transi-

tion from ion to electron sheath.

First, the behavior of electrons near the strong ion sheath

case (A) is examined. The fluid moments and fields for this

case are shown in Fig. 2 and the EVDFs in Fig. 3. In the ion

presheath and sheath, the electrons have no flow, except for

a slight flow shift directed out of the sheath within 0.2 cm of

the electrode. This is due to the expulsion of a small number

of electrons sourced in the sheath. Although the flow is non-

zero within 0.2 cm, the density is small enough that neVe is

negligible. The EVDFs show no truncation or flow shift,

which corresponds to the expectation based on a Boltzmann

density profile ne � expð�eD/=TeÞ in the presheath. This

expectation is verified in Fig. 5 using the computed 2D elec-

tron temperature and simulated values of D/. The EVDFs

demonstrate that as the electrode is approached the density

drops off rapidly, with only a few particles present within

0.1 cm of the electrode surface. A Boltzmann density profile

is expected when the EVDF is Maxwellian, which can be

seen from the electron momentum equation given in Eq. (1).

In this case, friction and flow terms can be neglected, the

pressure tensor reduces to neTeI , and its gradient is balanced

by the electric field, leading to the exponential relation men-

tioned above. While other distributions might satisfy the

zero flow moment requirement, the Maxwellian supports an

FIG. 2. Computed terms of the momentum equation, flow moments, potential, and density profiles for simulations (A)–(E). The data is plotted along the line

y¼ 0, which runs perpendicular to the electrode surface, see Fig. 1(a). All quantities were calculated from mesh based values except for the pressure and flow

terms of the momentum equation which were computed from particle positions and velocities as described in the text. In the top panel of each plot field term

refers to �neE � x̂, flow term refers to meneVe � rVe � x̂, and the pressure term is r � Pe � x̂. Note that the non-smooth behavior in the velocity moment data is

due to this being a cell based quantity, which is output as constant across each cell.
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FIG. 3. EVDFs for simulations (A)–(E). The EVDF locations are marked as the centers of the black boxes shown in Fig. 1(b). The EVDF on the top left is

next to the electrode and few electrons are present.
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exponential decay for particles that follow characteristics

defined by the electric field.18

In case (B), the electrode was biased within Te=2e below

the plasma potential. Here the assumptions of the Boltzmann

relation for the density profile break down. At such a small

bias a significant number of electrons have energy greater

than Te=2 and reach the electrode, resulting in a truncation

of the EVDF. The only electrons directed away from the

electrode near its surface are those sourced in this region.

However, this population is small and essentially negligible.

The effects of this truncation can be seen in Fig. 3. Near the

surface of the electrode, the truncated part of the EVDF

forms a loss-cone type distribution with an angle that nar-

rows when moving further into the bulk plasma. As shown in

Fig. 6, there is an area that is geometrically inaccessible to

electrons moving from left to right, forming a shadow. In

this region, fast electrons directed towards the electrode are

collected, and no electrons at high energy are available to fill

in the part of the distribution directed away from the elec-

trode. In the case of a strong ion sheath this does not occur,

electrons directed towards the electrode are reflected and the

distribution remains Maxwellian.

In the cases (B) and (C), the difference between the

plasma potential and electrode are 0 > /E � /p > �Te=2e
and /E � /p � 0, as can be seen in the potential plotted in

Fig. 2. The density profiles for ions and electrons, along with

the small potential gradients, indicate that in these cases the

plasma remains quasineutral up to the electrode. Although

there is no breakdown of quasineutrality, there are still sig-

nificant flow moments and density gradients for electrons

FIG. 5. Comparison of the electron density from simulation (A) with the

Boltzmann relation using simulated values of the potential and the 2D tem-

perature. The data is plotted along the line y¼ 0 in Fig. 1(a).

FIG. 6. Electron trajectories for right moving electrons are shown to demon-

strate how a boundary can cause a truncation in a velocity distribution func-

tion, such as the loss-cone-like truncation.

FIG. 4. EVDFs for simulation (E), the case of a strong electron sheath. The EVDF locations are marked as the centers of the red boxes shown in Fig. 1(b).

Finer spatial resolution plots are shown to demonstrate the deformation of the EVDF within the electron sheath.
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and ions. Unlike the typical ion presheath, the ions only

achieve a flow velocity of �0.4vB by the electrode for case

(B), while the electrons have a flow of �0:6vTe
, with both

flows directed towards the electrode. The electric field term

for case (B) is weaker than the pressure term, and for case

(C) the field term is negligible, suggesting the flows in this

regime are not related to the electric field. Gradients in the

electron densities and flow velocities can be explained by the

widening of the loss cone. As the electrode is approached the

loss cone angle increases while there is little or no shift in

velocity of the maximum value of the EVDF in Fig. 3. The

increasing flow moment is a result of the increasing angle of

the loss cone. The continuity equation r � ðneVeÞ ¼ 0 requires

that an increase in flow moment must be accompanied by a

decrease in density. The computed velocity moment gradients

in Fig. 2 indicate that the pressure tensor gradient, due to the

increasing truncation, plays an important role when the elec-

trode is biased near the plasma potential.

In case (D), the electrode was biased above the plasma

potential. Here, qualitative changes in the EVDF and sheath

structure were observed. The most notable difference is that

the plasma no longer remains quasineutral up to the elec-

trode, but a well defined electron sheath has formed. When

/E � /p � Te=2e nearly all of the ions are repelled due to

the fact that Te � Ti. This can be seen in the ion density pro-

file, which shows very few ions in the electron sheath. Here,

the electrons achieve a flow velocity of �0:6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=me

p
by the

sheath edge, which is slightly slower than the previously pre-

dicted value of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=me

p
.7 However, the exact sheath edge

position is difficult to determine in time averaged data due to

streaming instability driven fluctuations which have been

discussed previously.7 Nevertheless, the flow of electrons

into the sheath can be seen to be driven by pressure tensor

gradients in Fig. 2, with some portion of the flow due to the

shift in the maximum value of the EVDF, and the rest due to

the truncation visible in Fig. 3.

The presheath behavior remains qualitatively similar as

the electrode bias is further increased, as demonstrated by

case (E). The presheath behavior is largely the same as that

in case (D), a shift in maximum value of the EVDF and a

loss cone is present near the sheath as shown in Fig. 3. The

main difference between simulation (E) and simulation (D)

is the deformation of the EVDF within the sheath, which

is shown in detail in Fig. 4. Near the sheath edge, at

x¼ 0.165 cm, the EVDF resembles the loss cone shaped dis-

tributions of Fig. 3. Moving into the sheath, the EVDF

becomes stretched out, with electrode-directed electrons

becoming more and more depleted due to the increasing

strength of the electric field. A similar deformation of the

EVDF has been seen in Vlasov simulations within the elec-

tron sheath around a cylindrical probe.19

The electron presheath behavior in simulations (D) and

(E) were slightly different than that previously described in

the 1D model of Ref. 7; however, it also shares some of the

same qualities. Previous analysis was based on the 1D pro-

jections of the EVDF which look largely Maxwellian in the

direction perpendicular to the electrode surface. Based on

the observation of 1D EVDFs the electron presheath was

modeled describing the electrons with a flow-shifted

Maxwellian and ions with a Boltzmann density profile.

Using these assumptions, the dominant term in the electron

momentum equation, Eq. (1), is the pressure gradient, which

was Te=Ti larger than contribution of the presheath electric

field. This model proposed a significant deviation from the

conventional assumption of a half-Maxwellian at the sheath

edge.3,20,21 It also showed that the electron sheath has a pre-

sheath that causes a significant perturbation far into the

plasma. The results in this paper present a refined picture

compared to the previous 1D model. Like the 1D model, a

long presheath was visible in the electron flow moments

shown for simulations (D) and (E) in Fig. 2. The EVDFs dis-

cussed above demonstrate that, for the electron sheath cases,

the flow velocity is due to both a loss-cone like truncation

and a flow shift. The truncation due to the loss cone leads to

a significant contribution to the acceleration of the flow

moment through pressure tensor gradients in the momentum

equation. The pressure driven behavior was previously

explained using only a scalar pressure gradient in the 1D

model of Ref. 7, and did not include the physics of the loss-

cone truncation. Finally, the loss-cone truncation was found

to be a geometric effect related to electron collection by the

electrode, which originates in case (B) in which they are no

longer strongly repelled.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the physics of the sheath and presheath

was explored using electron velocity data from 2D PIC simu-

lations. When the electrode was biased within Te=2e below

the plasma potential, the plasma remained quasineutral up to

the electrode surface, but still had presheath-like density and

flow velocity gradients for both electrons and ions. Using

EVDFs obtained from individual electron velocity data, the

flow and density gradients were shown to originate from a

loss-cone-like truncation of the EVDF due to fast electrons

overcoming the �Te=2e potential barrier. This was described

as an effect of the breakdown of the assumptions behind the

Boltzmann density relation, which arises due to a gradient in

the stress tensor.

When an electron sheath was present, the EVDFs had

flow velocity moments with contributions from both a flow

shift, and a loss-cone-like truncation. As the electrode was

approached from the bulk plasma, the loss cone angle was

observed to widen, increasing the flow moment and was

accompanied by a flow-shift driven by a pressure tensor gra-

dient. The onset of the loss-cone behavior was observed to

arise when the electrode bias is sufficiently close to the

plasma potential that electrons were not completely repelled,

leading to an addition to the pressure tensor gradient term in

Eq. (1). This contribution was due to the increasing value of

the stress tensor, in Eq. (4), which grows in magnitude as the

electrode is approached and the EVDF truncation becomes

more pronounced.
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